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A cracking contemporary mystery in the style of the films Jindabyne and Lantana. 

   

                                                                                                                

THE WONDER OF SELDOM SEEN 
By J.D. Cregan 
 

Miles Jordon, a once famous novelist and now recluse, is a wanted 

man. As a suspect in a murder, the police are after him as is the 

erratic, renegade ASIO agent Robert Wilson.  

 

Only a few weeks earlier things seemed so much more in control.  

After a relationship break up in Melbourne, Miles was planning a long 

head-clearing drive up the coast with the company of his dog Roley in 

search of a new life.  

 

At Lakes Entrance, Miles thought he may have found a way to start 

over. He is offered board and a job doing odd jobs at a caravan park 

but as he indulges his desires with the owner’s wife, he thinks it best 

to move on. He heads for the mountains and in a bout of driving 

bravado, rolls his car down a cliff near the town of Seldom Seen.  

 

With no recollection of the accident he slowly recovers and ends up looking for work locally. He scores a job 

as the local fire spotter, spending his days in the tower and sleeping in the attached cottage.  

 

Here in relative isolation he starts a heated affair with Sarah Shadbolt, a high country ranger, who endlessly 

drives about and helps him in the search for his lost dog Roley.  

 

Seldom Seen may appear to be a quiet hamlet in Victoria’s high country but it harbours secrets that are 

deeper than could ever be imagined. 

 

J.D. Cregan was born in a coastal tourist town in southern New South 

Wales, where his parents owned a caravan park. He was raised to the 

sound of the wind and the sea, and spent his early years surfing and 

fishing. Following a decade as a musician, playing support for bands like 

Men at Work and Mental as Anything, he moved to Western Australia, 

where he managed a drug rehab, a meditation centre, and a theatre 

company. He released his first novel, 98%pure, in 2005. He lives in 

Fremantle, Western Australia.  
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